Background Optical coherence tomography (OCT) acquires cross-sectional retinal images with high resolution using low-coherence interferometry. Few studies have studied the effect of demographic data and ocular parameters that may affect central retinal thickness. In this study, these factors were used as parameters to analyse if any significant relationship exists with central retinal thickness. Methods Volunteers with a best-corrected visual acuity of 6/12 or better and no evidence of ocular abnormalities or interventions were recruited from October 2001 to March 2003. Body mass index (BMI), autorefraction, and keratometry recordings were measured, followed by applanation tonometry and Ascan ultrasonography. The central retinal thickness of the right eye was analysed using a scan length of 3 cm. Another 25 eyes were selected for interobserver reproducibility. Results In all, 117 normal subjects (60 male and 57 female subjects) were recruited. The mean thickness of the central retina with a diameter of 1 mm was 203723 mm for male and 189720 mm for female subjects. Age, intraocular pressure, and keratometric readings were not significantly correlated with central retinal thickness. Using multiple regression, gender, BMI, axial length, and signal-to-noise ratio (Po0.05) were significantly associated with the central retinal thickness. The intraclass correlation coefficient was 0.98 for interobserver reproducibility. Conclusion OCT has a high interobserver reproducibility. The male gender, larger BMI,
Introduction
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a diagnostic imaging device that can acquire tomographic imaging of the retina with high resolution using low-coherence near infrared interferometry. 1 It can be used to assess retinal thickness and pathologies quantitatively and qualitatively in patients with diabetic macular oedema, 2-4 macular hole, 5 retinoschisis, 6 and pseudophakic cystoid macular oedema. [7] [8] [9] Previous studies have shown that OCT has high reproducibility and repeatability. [10] [11] [12] Some studies found that central retinal thickness in males were significantly higher than in female subjects. 13 However, few studies have studied the effect of other demographic data and ocular parameters that can possibly affect the central retinal thickness.
The aim of this study is to assess the correlations of age, gender, body mass index (BMI), and ocular dimensions including refractive error, keratometric reading, intraocular pressure (IOP) and axial length in normal subjects with central retinal thickness. These parameters may need to be taken into account when comparing the control and treatment groups in future studies.
Methods

Equipment
OCT acquires high-axial resolution (10-14 mm) crosssectional imaging of the retina that directly measures optical reflectivity in the z-plane (depth of the retina). It detects relative changes in reflection at optical interfaces by the method of low-coherence interferometry. The outermost (red-white) band corresponds to the retinal pigment epithelium-choriocapillaris complex, while the innermost band corresponds to the surface-related signal. The thickness between them corresponds to the retinal thickness. [14] [15] [16] The retinal images were acquired by either one of two experienced operators using the Carl Zeiss Humphrey OCT II (Humphrey instruments, Hacienda Drive, Dublinm, CA, USA, software version A6.1). The light source was a superluminescent diode with a wavelength of 850 nm. The power could reach a maximum of 750 mW and the image acquisition time was approximately 2.5 s for each scan which consists of 100 longitudinal A-scans regardless of the scan-length. The software assumes a refractive index of 1.38 for retinal tissue as provided by the manufacturer of this system.
Subjects
The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki recommendations. The subjects were recruited by distributing pamphlets in primary and secondary schools, public health talks, and within the hospital. The pamphlets contained a questionnaire to exclude subjects with a history of diabetes, retinal pathologies, ocular interventions, refractive error of spherical power of more than À6.00 or þ 6.00 dioptres, as well as cylindrical power of more than À2.50 dioptres. Those selected were invited to our hospital for screening and examination from October 2001 to March 2003. The inclusion criteria of normal subjects included a bestcorrected visual acuity of 6/12 or better, cup-disc ratio of 0.5 or less, a mean of three measurements of IOP of 21 mmHg or less, and no evidence of ocular abnormalities or interventions.
Before any examination, the procedure was explained to each volunteer and the consent form was signed. Height and weight measurements were measured first. Noncontact measurements of autorefraction and keratometry recordings were performed using autokerato-refractometer (Topcon KR-8100PA), followed by applanation tonometry (Goldmann) and axial length measurement using Ocuscan (Alcon lab, TX, USA). Both pupils were then dilated with Mydrin-P (0.5% tropicamide and 0.5% phenylephrine) before retinal scanning. In all, 117 subjects, aged 13 to 81 years, fulfilled the above criteria. Another 25 volunteers were chosen to receive duplicate measurement so that the interobserver reproducibility could be assessed.
Scanning
Each subject was asked to gaze at an internal fixation light within the machine and six scans were taken with each scan centred on the fovea. The scan length on the OCT system was set to 3 mm using the default axial length of 24.46 mm and refractive error of 0. This is the normal practice of OCT measurement. The six scans were performed in a radial spoke pattern at 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, and 1501, using a power of 750 mW. Each of the six tomograms contained 100 equally spaced axial profiles of optical reflectivity. Thus, retinal thickness was measured at a total of 600 points along these six intersecting lines. A retinal map that divided the scanned area into nine zones (A1-A9) was produced by the OCT software ( Figure 1 ). In our study, the measurements of central 1 mm retinal thickness (A1) of the right eyes were used for analysis. The standard deviations of foveal measurements of the six scans on the eyes in this study were all within 15 mm. The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of each measurement is to show the quality of the scans and this was included in our analysis.
Statistical methods
The measurements of 25 eyes were repeated by another operator immediately after the examination by the first operator. The difference between the two operators was assessed using the Wilcoxon signed rank test (5% level of significance). 
Eye
The data of right eyes of the 117 subjects were analysed using SPSS 10.0. Independent two-sample t-test was used to test the difference between the two genders, and Pearson's correlation and linear regression tests were used to assess the relationship of central 1 mm retinal thickness with spherical equivalence, BMI, axial length, and S/N ratio. The significant variables found in the univariate methods could be analysed using multiple regression.
Results
Interobserver reproducibility
Using Wilcoxon analysis on the duplicated measurements of 25 volunteers, no statistical difference was found between the two experienced operators. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was 0.98 (95% CI 0.95-0.99).
Central 1 mm retinal thickness
A total of 117 normal subjects (60 male and 57 female subjects), with a mean age of 40.6716. 4 Table 1 .
The central retinal thickness of the 117 subjects was distributed normally as assessed by the q-q plot. The mean thickness of the central 1 mm retina of the right eyes was 203723 mm for male and 189720 microns for female subjects.
Univariate methods
Using independent two-sample t-test, the mean central retinal thickness in males was significantly higher than in female subjects. (P ¼ 0.001) (Figure 2 ). Using Pearson's correlation tests, significant correlation was found between the mean central 1 mm retinal thickness and spherical equivalence (r ¼ À0.216, Po0.05), BMI (r ¼ 0.222, Po0.05), axial length (r ¼ 0.308, Po0.01), and S/N ratio (r ¼ À0.276, Po0.01). There was no significant correlation with age (P ¼ 0.850), IOP (P ¼ 0.547), or average keratometric readings (P ¼ 0.068).
When compared with retinal readings in the tomographic measurement, the central 1 mm retinal thickness was found to be correlated with the central 2. 
Multivariable methods
Using multiple regression with a stepwise procedure, all the significant parameters were adjusted. Parameters including BMI, gender, axial length, and S/N ratio were still found to be significantly associated with central retinal thickness. In our study, their relationships can be described in the equation below:
Discussion
OCT is a relatively new device that is useful in assessing the retina quantitatively and qualitatively. Interobserver reproducibility in OCT measurement of retinal thickness has been studied previously. Massin et al 12 showed that the ICCs was 0.99. Baumann et al 7 and Neubauer et al 18 also showed high reproducibility in terms of low coefficients of variation. The ICC of interobserver reproducibility in our study was 0.98, which is comparable with previous studies. 12, 17, 18 Our finding that males have a thicker central retina is in agreement with the study of Massin et al.
13
The 95% confidence interval was 184-194 mm in women and 197-209 mm in men. Our study shows that there is no relationship of central retinal thickness with age, which is consistent with the study of Massin et al but not with those of Kanai et al 19 and Alamouti and Funk. 20 However, Alamouti was using the scan aligned vertically and placed at the temporal edge of the optic disc, which is a different measurement site from ours. Kanai also used a different reference point on the retina. This suggests that the relationship of retinal thickness with age may depend on the measurement site of the retina.
Quantitative analysis of central retinal thickness with topographic mapping of the retina has been used to assess various retinal pathologies in previous studies. 
Eye
Sanchez-Tocino et al 2 suggested that a foveal thickness of over 180 mm may be useful for the early detection of the macular thickening in a diabetic patient. However, such a cutoff value may not be universally applied to all ethnic groups as the mean foveal thickness was 171722 mm in our healthy subjects, which may be due to ethnic differences. We also found that S/N ratio taken in the machine, axial length, and BMI in each individual may affect the measurement of the central retinal thickness. As obesity is a common feature in diabetic patients, 21, 22 BMI should be considered when comparing diabetic and nondiabetic groups in future studies.
While Kanai et al 19 and Gobel et al 23 found that axial length was not correlated with the retinal thickness, we found that there was a significant correlation between axial length and retinal thickness (r ¼ 0.308, Po0.01). Possible reasons to explain the difference between our findings and other studies could be due to the small sample size or ethnic differences in previous studies. In our study, longer eyes were found to have a thicker central retina. Whether the retinal thickness is apparently thicker in longer axial length due to longer travel distance inside the eye would be difficult to prove in vivo as histopathological verification was difficult to obtain. However, in our study, we found that foveal thickness is also related to the axial length. This may prove that the change of retinal thickness is real rather than apparent. Also, the optical coherence tomographic imaging of tissues is dependent on their optical properties and is based on low-coherence interferometry that measures distances to objects by measuring light reflected from them. The detector, which is sensitive to the electric field, measures the intensity of the output optical beam. The intensity is proportional to the square of the electromagnetic field. 24 As Muscat et al 10 showed that the measurements of gap thickness were still accurate, precise, and repeatable under different media, we believe that there is a real central retinal thickening in eyes with longer axial length.
As for the limitations in our study, our regression model has the coefficient of determination (r 2 ) of 0.247 when using axial length, BMI, gender, and S/N ratio. So, our study has only evaluated some of the parameters that may affect retinal thickness and there could be other parameters affecting retinal thickness.
In conclusion, our study shows that the measurement of retinal thickness by OCT has a high interobserver reproducibility and may be affected by parameters such as gender, BMI, and axial length. Such parameters should be considered in assessing retinal thickening and baseline comparison of these parameters should be considered in future studies.
